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Across
1. High flat plains where the Andes are widest
4. The exact latitude and longitude at which a place is found
5. Led by Miguel Hidalgo
6. Mountain range that many of the Caribbean islands are part of
11. Provided by navigable rivers
12. A _____ is a cowhand that rid the pampas herding livestock
17. A plateau formed from Hills and lower flatland in Argentina
20. Latin American forces were led across the Andes to win independence for
Chile and Peru
23. Mountain range running along the western edge of South America, world's
longest mountain range
24. Dense continuous layer of leaves
25. Where plates have collided for millions of years
27. An ____ is a place where a tide meets a river current
28. Lies between sea level and 2,500 feet
29. Describe a lace's location in relation to another place
30. Located in south Ameria and drains the Amazon Basins

30

Down
2. a common phrase said at the end of a story
3. Haiti won its independence from France
7. He southernmost latitude to receive the sun's direct rays
8. Caused by hot weather and lack of rain making grass and wood dry
9. Focuses on the study of earth's physical features
10. Occurs when large masses of rock are broken down into smaller pieces
13. The Mato Grosso plateau is part of the ____ of South America
14. Cultural geography, studies human activities and their relationship to the
environment
15. The Atacama desert is one of the ______ places in the world
16. Parallel mountain ranges
18. Important waterway that cuts through the isthmus of Panama
19. Made up by oceans rivers lakes and other bodies of water
21. The pampas consist primarily of ______
22. Potatoes and barley grow at these elevations
26. A community of plants and animals that depends upon one another and heir
surrounding

